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Abstract—In an era where virtual personas are getting popular
in social spaces daily, creating virtual influencers and bloggers
through AI changes our perspective of how we engage with online
platforms and content. This paper presents the development of
an Armenian virtual influencer - Sahmi, with the integration of
different AI tools, who can automatically share various types
of content, such as fashion trends, travel experiences, etc, on
Instagram. With the help of the Realistic_Vision_V2.0 model of
Stable Diffusion, deep fake technology, automatic captioning, and
automatic Instagram posting, we have created a virtual influencer
that looks realistic and can preserve its identity in different
scenarios. It was possible to achieve this with the DreamBooth-
fine-tuning method. During our research, we explored different
models and techniques to achieve the best possible outcome with
limited resources integrated. Our research also discusses how
AI can be applied in the future in social media and digital
communication.

I. INTRODUCTION

Can you imagine a virtual influencer from Armenia who
shares interesting places inside and outside of Armenia, the
latest fashion trends, interacts with her followers using videos,
writes captions, and posts all by herself? This scenario, which
seems impossible to do, is now a reality with the help of AI-
driven technologies. We use the Realistic_Vision_V2.0 model
of Stable Diffusion to determine the influencer’s authenticity
[1], [2]. Moreover, we use a deepfaking model to integrate the
face of the influencer in different videos. Additionally, we are
also using a model that does automatic captioning based on
the image.

By harnessing the latent potential of text-to-image syn-
thesis, our system can produce high-quality images of the
virtual influencer with different poses, scenes, clothing, etc.
The virtual influencer has a name, personality, and story, all
presented on her Instagram account. In order to have minimal
human oversight, postings, and captioning are being done
automatically.

One of our biggest problems was having the same identity
every time we generated a person. This was possible with the
help of a model called DreamBooth [4], which is a fine-tuning
technique that takes several images and a unique identifier as
an input, extracts the features of the input, and, based on that,
generates images with different positions, different places, etc.
by keeping the identity of the subject/human. We have also
created videos using deep faking [7]–[9] techniques to make
her more interactive with her followers.

To bring the virtual persona to life, the following steps are
done:

• Image generation
• Caption generation
• Caption translation to Armenian
• Video deepfaking
• Automated image/video posting with a caption on Insta-

gram.
This project aims to demonstrate how a combination of

current multimodal AI tools can allow us to flexibly create
an even more complex model, automating every step of the
way.

Having multiple AI technologies in one place following
each other might be challenging. Our paper explores these
challenges and shows how, with the help of AI, we create a
new human being influencer who will be able to do anything
she wants on social media.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Image composition

Image composition, used mainly in 3D reconstruction tech-
niques [5], [6], merges a given subject into a chosen back-
ground to create a whole image. 3D techniques require a
larger number of views and work on nonflexible objects. The
drawbacks of such techniques are that it is challenging to
create integration between objects because of the lighting and
shadows, eventually leading to unrealistic images. Another
problem is that these kinds of models cannot make totally new
scenarios or go beyond the existing data it has. In contrast,
our approach allows the generation of images in entirely new
contexts, poses, and places.

B. Controllable generative models

During the recent years, controllable generative models
have undergone significant advancements in subject driven and
prompt guided image generations [11], [12], where control
mechanisms were integrated in order to generate images in
a more accurate way. For example, diffusion-based models
leverage text/reference images to lead the variations of the
images. There are methods that provide user-specified masks,
in order to control the modifications of the areas that are
not selected [13]. Other techniques focus on utilizing latent
space of generative models to keep their main identity while
changing the other contexts [14]. Last but not least, some



methods also offer a new approach to image editing, which
is mainly done by a prompt-to-prompt method. It helps to do
not only local but also global changes without defining the
input masks [15].

C. Text-to-Image Editing and Synthesis.

Recent advances in text-to-image synthesis have been im-
pressive, especially with the introduction of Generative Adver-
sarial Networks (GANs) [16] in concurrence with image-text
representations such as Contrastive Language-Image Pretrain-
ing (CLIP) [17], [19]. These developments have made text
input manipulations more realistic. Although these algorithms
perform well in well-defined settings, such as human face
editing, they may perform poorly in heterogeneous datasets
with a wide range of subjects. Researchers have used methods
like Vector Quantized Generative Adversarial Networks (VQ-
GAN) [20] and training across a wider variety of data to
increase performance and solve this difficulty.

Diffusion models, which achieve state-of-the-art generation
[16] quality over extremely heterogeneous datasets, have also
emerged as a viable method. These models allow for the cre-
ation of high-quality images and frequently outperform GANs.
Only some current techniques allow for unique interpretations
of a given subject in different situations. At the same time,
the majority of systems concentrate on either global editing
or localized editing depending on text input.

Large-scale models like Imagen [21], DALL-E2 [14], Parti
[22], CogView2 [23], and Stable Diffusion [1] have recently
made significant progress in text-to-image synthesis. These
models provide previously unheard-of capabilities for semantic
generation. However, they only use text advice and have
no fine-grained control over the generated images [18]. One
specific difficulty is keeping a subject’s identity intact among
synthesized photos, which is still a major area needing devel-
opment.

Text-to-image synthesis has advanced remarkably, with sev-
eral methods proving they can produce lifelike images from
written descriptions. More research is necessary to improve
control and fidelity in creating photos that accurately depict
the desired individuals and surroundings.

D. Image to Text Generation

Significant progress has been made in the image-to-text
generation field, especially by combining GANs with models
such as CLIP [10], [24], [26]. By combining the creative power
of GANs with the multimodal qualities of CLIP, this hybrid
technique improves the semantic relevance of the generated
visuals to the input text. The capacity to produce diverse
and artistically rich images is demonstrated by innovations
like BigSleep and VQ-GAN+CLIP, which maximize the CLIP
score in the latent space of the GAN [25], [26]. Moreover,
the FuseDream framework improves upon this paradigm by
offering methods for effectively navigating the nonconvex
optimization landscapes characteristic of these models. This
helps to reduce frequent data biases and improves image
quality by using methods such as AugCLIP [25]. These

developments highlight the field’s quick evolution, pushing the
envelope regarding image synthesis from textual descriptions
while tackling the inherent difficulties associated with model
training and image variety [26].

E. Deep Faking Video Generation

One of the ways to create interactive videos was lip-
syncing. There were only a few open-source models, and the
comparably best one among them was the Wav2Lip.

The primary purpose of Wav2Lip is to sync lip movements
with audio in video content. It generates realistic lip move-
ments by processing audio inputs and using a pre-trained
model with video frames. The pre-trained model that Wav2Lip
utilizes is SyncNet [33], which mainly detects whether the
video and audio streams are in sync. To ensure the lip matches
the audio, the model combines a lip-sync discriminator with a
visual quality discriminator. While the lip-sync discriminator
ensures the timing and dynamics of the lip movements match
the spoken words, the visual quality discriminator concentrates
on the appearance. This technique makes the video more
realistic.

Wav2Lip architecture consists of a generator and two differ-
ent discriminators. The generator comprises an Audio Encoder,
Face Encoder, and Face Decoder, mainly developed by several
blocks of convolution layers.

As the Wav2Lip did not give good results, we tried the video
deep faking method. With advanced artificial intelligence
techniques, video deepfaking creates or manipulates video
content that accurately mimics the appearance and movements
of actual people [7].GANs and autoencoder-based techniques,
which effectively alter and synthesize video frames to achieve
incredibly realistic results, are essential to deepfaking.

A generator and a discriminator [8] are the two primary
parts of GANs used for video deepfaking. The discriminator
assesses the validity of the video frames produced by the
generator, which imitate the appearance of a target person [7],
[8]. The generated content’s realism is increased due to the
generator’s iterative training [9], which increases its capacity
to make frames that the discriminator cannot discern from
actual videos.

In video deepfaking, autoencoders are specifically used
for face-swapping tasks [7]. They employ a dual structure
in which separate autoencoders are trained to compress and
decompress facial data belonging to distinct people. To create
videos where the original person’s face is replaced with
another while maintaining their natural expressions and move-
ments, the encoded aspects of one person’s face are fed into
the decoder of another during the generation process [7],
[8]. This technique is frequently applied in fields ranging
from entertainment to producing dangerous content, needing
continuous improvements in detection techniques to reduce the
potential of misuse of this advantages [9].

III. METHODS

Our objective is to generate a person with a given prompt
that didn’t exist before and automate its functioning as an



influencer guided by caption generation and video generation.
There were no restrictions for the prompts, and images can
vary with different poses, backgrounds, colors, shapes, loca-
tions, etc.

We have used text-to-image diffusion models fine-tuned
by the technique called DreamBooth which allowed us to
personalize text-to-image models (Sec. III-A), then we have
done image-to-text generation using Large Language-and-
Vision Assistant(LLaVA) in order to do captioning for our
influencer’s post (Sec. III-B). Additionally we have done
deepfaking in order to solve the problem of good-quality
videos with a technique called Roop (Sec. III-C). In the end
in order to automate instagram content posting we have used
Selenium (Sec. III-D).

A. Text-to-Image Diffusion Models

Diffusion models are a type of generative model that gener-
ate images by gradually adding a noisy image into a clear one.
The process involves two main parts: the forward and reverse
processes [1], [2]. During the forward process, in the clear
image a noise is gradually added step-by-step (from Gaussian
Distribution), transforming it into a total noise by the end of
the process. The forward process can be described with the
following formula:

xt =
√
1− βtxt−1 +

√
βtϵt (1)

ϵt ∼ N(0, I) (2)

where βt is a noise schedule from (0,1).
In the reverse process, where the actual image is generated,

the model attempts to recover the original image from the
noise, step-by-step, guided by a neural network trained to
predict the noise that was added at each step. This process
can be described the following way:

xpred
0 =

1
√
αt

(
xt −

√
1− αtE0(xt)

)
(3)

xt−1 =
√
αt−1x

pred
0 +

√
1− αt−1ϵt−1 (4)

Where αt =
∏

i≤t(1 − βi) and the denoising network
E0(xt) approximates Et , improving the clarity with each
backward step. The main objective of the training is to
minimize the difference between the added noise and the
predicted noise.

Hence the training objective of Eθ(xt) is:

L = Et,ϵ

∥∥Eθ (√αtx0 +
√
1− αtϵ

)
− ϵ

∥∥ → min
θ

The architecture of the Stable Diffusion consists of Encoder-
Decoder, Condition mechanisms and transformer blocks which
are shown in 1.

B. Personalization of Text-to-Image Diffusion Models using
Dreambooth

We have employed a fine-tuning model called DreamBooth,
which utilizes a pre-trained generative model on a small
number of images (typically around 3-5) of a specific subject,
such as a particular person, pet, or object [4]. This process
incorporates a unique identifier for each subject. The model
operates with few-shot personalization; it receives a few im-
ages of a subject, each labeled with a simple text prompt
containing a unique identifier and a class descriptor (e.g., "a
[unique identifier] girl"). This allows the model to bind the
identifier with the subject, leveraging its prior knowledge of
the class (like "girl") while focusing on the specific instance.
To minimize language drift and help the model concentrate
on the unique features of the subject, DreamBooth uses rare
tokens as identifiers. These tokens are uncommon words
or character sequences that do not carry strong pre-existing
associations in the model, making them more effective as
unique identifiers. The unique identifier/rare token identifier is
usually composed of up to three unique English letters (e.g.,
"zwx") [4].

DreamBooth adds a class-specific prior preservation loss to
solve the model’s possible loss of language drift and preserve
the model’s capacity to produce a variety of images from the
larger class [4]. This loss function helps the model to keep
producing different examples from the class.

The fine-tuning process 2 employs a diffusion loss for-
mula that helps integrate the subject-specific training into the
model’s broader capabilities without overfitting or forgetting
its existing knowledge base.

We generate data xpr = X̂(zt1 , cpr) by using an inherited
sampler on the frozen pre-trained diffusion model with random
initial noise zt1 ∼ N(0, I) and conditioning vector cpr :=
Γ(f(“a [class noun]”)). The loss becomes:

Ex,c,e,e′,t

[
wt

∥∥∥X̂θ(αtx+ σte, c)− x
∥∥∥2 +

λw′
t

∥∥∥X̂θ(α
′
txpr + σ′

te
′, cpr)− xpr

∥∥∥2 ]
With different experiments and trials, based on our re-

sources, we have achieved the best results with λ = 1, learning
rate 1e-6, 600 iterations for Stable Diffusion, specifically
RealisticV isionV 2.0 which is open source and available in
Hugging Face [30], and 16 examples of image input. The
training process took about 5-10 minutes with the NVIDIA
T4 Tensor Core GPU.

C. Image-to-text generation (Captioning)

For image-to-text generation, we have used the LLaVa
model, which integrates a vision encoder with a language
model. The vision component uses a pre-trained CLIP visual
encoder to extract visual features from input images [29].
These visual features are then transformed into a format
that can be processed alongside textual data by the language



Fig. 1: The architecture of the latent diffusion model (LDM)

Fig. 2: DreamBooth Fine-Tuning

model. To generate training data, LLaVa leverages language-
only models like GPT-4 to create multimodal instruction-
following data from image-text pairs. This involves generating
questions and answers that form a conversation around the
visual content, which is crucial for training the model in a way
that aligns with human-like interaction and understanding.

LLaVa is fine-tuned using specially created multimodal
instruction data [29]. This process involves adjusting the model
to improve its ability to follow detailed instructions linked to
visual content, enhancing its performance on tasks that require
understanding and interacting with both text and images [29].
It has so many models, and the best one that fits our caption



generation was with “llava-hf/llava-1.5-7b-hf" which is open
source and available in Hugging Face [31].

One of the advantages of LLaVa is that it is data efficient
and smart. Haotian Liu et al. did an experiment showing
that LLaVa have impressive multimodal chat abilities that
sometimes overcomes the behaviors of multimodal GPT-4 and
has 85.1% relative score compared with GPT-4 on a synthetic
multimodal instruction-following dataset [29].

As our influencer is Armenian, we used googletrans library
of Python to translate those captions generated by LLaVa into
Armenian [32].

The caption given with the model LLaVa is the following.3

Fig. 3: A generated image using Realistic Vision v2.0

Caption:
I recently visited a charming cafe in Paris called Collective.

The cafe is known for its unique and cozy atmosphere, which
is perfect for a relaxing afternoon or a casual meet-up with
friends. The interior design is a mix of vintage and modern
elements, creating a warm and inviting space. The cafe offers
a variety of delicious food and beverages, including a selection
of pastries, sandwiches, and coffee. The friendly staff and the
opportunity to sit by the window and watch the bustling city
life outside make Collective an unforgettable experience.

Translated Caption:
Verjers ayceleci �arizi mi hmayi� sr�aran,

or� ko�vowm �r Collective: Sr�aran� haytni �

ir yowrahatowk  harmaravet m�nolortov, or�

kataryal � hangstanalow kes�rin kam �nkerneri

het patahakan handipman hamar: Interieri

dizayn� vinta�ayin  �amanakakic tarreri

xa�nowrd �` ste��elov jerm  gravi� tara�q:

Sr�aran� a�ajarkowm � mi �arq hame� owtestner  

xmi�qner, nera�yal xmore�eni, sendvi�neri  sowr�i

�ntrani: Baryacakam an�nakazm�  patowhani mot

nstelow  drsowm a�xowy� qa�aqayin kyanq� ditelow

hnaravorow�yown� Collective-in dar�nowm en anmo�anali
�or�:

D. Video DeepFaking

To make our influencer more interactive, we explored video
generation tools. However, with different experiments, we
have concluded that we would use deep faking [7], [8] in
our videos instead of video creation because of the sparsity
of the good open-source models and the existing models’
limitations for this task. Thus, we have the initial video of
a real person and we swap the face of the video with our
influencer’s face. We have found a model named ROOP that
works best for this task. ROOP combines OpenCV for frame
extraction with InsightFace for face identification to alter faces
across video frames. Adjusting frame rates, preserving audio
synchronization, and utilizing various processing tools for
multiple effects, like face swapping and augmentation, enable
the production of high-quality, deep-faked videos. ROOP is an
excellent example of the developments in deepfake technology,
which uses GANs to produce incredibly real fake movies.

E. Automated Posting with Selenium

We did automated posting, for which we used the Selenium
package. Selenium package automates web browser interaction
using Python. With the help of the Selenium package, we
first open the Chrome driver, log in to Instagram, click on
the post button, select the file from the computer, take the
caption from the .txt file, and post it in just a few minutes.
Our only problem that could arise was that Instagram would
sometimes block our account because of many requests in
specific time intervals because of the automated logins. To
solve this problem, we made random time sleeps for each of
the actions so that Instagram would not understand that the
login and posting process was automated.

All the posts and captioning of Sahmi’s Instagram page were
done automatically.4

IV. DATASET AND EVALUATION METRICS

To create an AI-generated influencer, we utilized the Gen-
erated Photos website [27], which allows for the generation
of people using various poses, characteristics, and styles. We
specified our vision of what the influencer should look like
and generated multiple photos of her in different styles and
poses. These images were used during the fine-tuning process
to ensure that the model comprehensively understood her
appearance. For our final model, we compiled a dataset of 16
images of our generated influencer. Additionally, we employed
experimental datasets to assess which types of images the
model performs best with and to proof-test the model.

We have collected 20 prompts: 10 descriptive, 5 creative
and contextual, and 5 attribute-specific prompts. We have gen-
erated 4 images per prompt for evaluation purposes, totaling



Fig. 4: Sahmi’s Instagram account

Fig. 5: Input images for fine-tuning Realistic Vision v2.0 with
DreamBooth

80. This allows us to measure a method’s performance and
generalization capabilities robustly. The full list of prompts
can be found in the APPENDIX section.

Subject fidelity is another important aspect to evaluate: the
preservation of subject details in generated images. For this,
we computed CLIP-I [17], the average pairwise cosine simi-
larity, a metric of the cosine of the angle between two vectors
in a multidimensional space, between CLIP embeddings of

generated and real images. The second important aspect to
evaluate is prompt fidelity, measured as the average cosine
similarity between prompt and image CLIP embeddings. Let’s
denote this as CLIP-T. The TABLE I shows the average of the
results of the output of the metrics:

Methods CLIP-I CLIP-T

Realistic_Vision_V2.0 0.64 0.32

TABLE I: Performance Metrics

Fig. 6: Samples from generated images using different types
of prompts

V. EXPERIMENTS

We have used the world-famous model Kendall Jenner for
proof testing to demonstrate that DreamBooth works well on
personalized subject generation, specifically for people. We
used 12-14 images(7) photos of her from different angles and
fine-tuned the Stable Diffusion v1.5 model. The results were
promising as they closely resembled the input data. However,
we wanted to challenge the model further since we assumed
that the model had already learned some information about
Kendall.

Fig. 7: Input images of Kendall Jenner

We aimed to check how the model would perform with
a person it had never seen before since our influencer had



Fig. 8: Generated images of Kendall Jenner using DreamBooth
with Stable Diffusion v1.5

never existed. Therefore, we tested the model with a different
dataset, providing 15 images of AI-generated women’s faces,
which were mostly similar. The results were unsatisfactory de-
spite various prompt engineering techniques that emphasized
certain words and included effective negative prompts. We also
experimented with different parameters to identify those that
could yield promising results.

Finally, we decided to use another stable diffusion model
that we assumed would provide more realistic outputs than
we had seen before. Thus, we tested RealisticV isionV 2.0,
which is open-source and available on Hugging Face [30]. By
experimenting with different parameters and different types
of inputs (as very often overfitting happens), we achieved
controlled generation from these images, resulting in realistic
outcomes. Additionally, we have explored prompt-engineering
techniques to give better prompts. For example, suppose we
wanted to give more attention to one word. In that case, we
specify parentheses "()" and for less attention square brackets
"[]". Additionally, with numbers, we can specify how much
attention we want to give to a specific word, for example,
"(red lipstick: 1.5)".

A clear cut examples can be seen in the following images.
9b 9a

Prompt: photo of zwx girl, near Eifel Tower, at night, high
detailed skin, glossy eyes, at 8K UHD.9b

Negative prompt: rz-neg-15-foranalog, CGI, 3d, lowres,
text, error, cropped, worst quality, low quality, jpeg arti-
facts, ugly, duplicate, morbid, mutilated, out of frame, extra
fingers, mutated hands, poorly drawn hands, poorly drawn
face, mutation, deformed, blurry, dehydrated, bad anatomy,
bad proportions, extra limbs, cloned face, disfigured, gross
proportions, malformed limbs, missing arms, missing legs,
extra arms, extra legs, fused fingers, too many fingers, long
neck, username, watermark, signature

As can be seen in the image 9b "at night" is not well
understood.

Prompt: photo of zwx girl, near Eifel Tower, (at night: 1.5),
high detailed skin, glossy eyes, at 8K UHD. 9a

Negative prompt: rz-neg-15-foranalog, CGI, 3d, lowres,

text, error, cropped, worst quality, low quality, jpeg arti-
facts, ugly, duplicate, morbid, mutilated, out of frame, extra
fingers, mutated hands, poorly drawn hands, poorly drawn
face, mutation, deformed, blurry, dehydrated, bad anatomy,
bad proportions, extra limbs, cloned face, disfigured, gross
proportions, malformed limbs, missing arms, missing legs,
extra arms, extra legs, fused fingers, too many fingers, long
neck, username, watermark, signature.

Given "at night" with "()" and a number, the night is well
understood 9a.

(a) Image generated with prompt
engineering attention techniques

(b) Image generated without
prompt engineering attention
techniques

Fig. 9: Differences of image generation based on prompt
engineering techniques

We have tried OpenAI API for caption translation. However,
the translation was not as good as the one with googletrans.
Additionally, to make our influencer more interactive, we
used the OpenAI Whisper model to generate speech from
the captions, which we then integrated with video using the
Wav2Lip lip-syncing method [33]. Additionally, to make our
influencer more interactive, we used the OpenAI Whisper
model to generate speech from the captions, which we then
integrated with video using the Wav2Lip lip-syncing method
[33]. Unfortunately, we could not reach high-quality lip sync-
ing results because of the quality of the video.

VI. LIMITATIONS

In this project, we encountered a few limitations that pre-
vented us from getting better results. First, generating full-
body images was challenging 11 even though the model was
sometimes generating very good results. We tried to fine-tune
the model with more full-body pictures so that the model could
understand how the girl should look from afar. However, the
overfitting 12 happened even when we changed the parameters.
Hence, when the model generated a photo on the far side, it
became inaccurately or strangely depicted.

Voice generation was another significant limitation that we
encountered. Our young girl had no open-source, appropriate,
and accent-free voice. However, as we had videos with deep
fakes, we found a website where we generated a voice, not
the one that we wished to be, but still, at this point, it was
good enough to use it until either we had resources to train



Fig. 10: Attention-Based Lip Audio-Visual Synthesis for Talking Face Generation in the Wild

Fig. 11: Bad generation of images at greater distances

the model with Armenian voice, or a good model appears in
the industry.

Additionally, the quality of 2D lip-syncing could have
been better; the generated lip movements were often blurry
and unnatural. This issue made the video content seem less
realistic. Additionally, there were no available 3D open-
source models that could be used for this task. Lastly, a
lack of resources prevented our efforts in video generation.
We have tried the"stabilityai/stable-video-diffusion-img2vid-
xt" [34] model that was added recently. However, it had several
limitations; for example, videos could not be more than 4
seconds, videos might be generated without motion, or the
model was not controlled through texts.

These limitations show the current limits in making digital

Fig. 12: Overfitting of the model because of many full-body
input images

personas and point out where more work and investment are
needed to improve the field and our project.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This study has shown how a virtual influencer was
created and operated using AI techniques. With the
Realistic_V ision_v2.0 model of Stable Diffusion we have
developed a virtual persona that can make content on social
media platforms, specifically on Instagram. With the deepfake
technology and automated captioning and posting tools our
influencer is totally independent. Sahmi, with an Armenian
identity, proves the power of AI to not only generate realistic



images and videos but also preserve the persona’s identity
across various interactions and scenarios 13.

Fig. 13: Samples of genereated images of the virtual influencer

In the future, certain aspects of our project will require
improvements to enhance the influencer’s realism and inter-
actions. Firstly, we aim to generate high-quality video when a
suitable open-source model becomes available in the industry.
Alternatively, we will seek to enhance lip-syncing methods to
achieve better results than we have now with the 2D model.
Secondly, we aim to refine the fine-tuning of our model
to maintain the persona’s identity even in complex prompts
where the influencer appears from a distance. We will also
utilize models like Low-Rank Adaption(LoRA) to define our
influencer’s style better. Thirdly, we will work on integrating a
model that preserves the influencer’s Armenian-speaking voice
without any accent.

Another possible step further could be using our virtual
influencer to promote certain brands and places. The market
research about the need and potential effectiveness of such
a development of the ideas presented in this paper will be
investigated.

In summary, our AI-powered virtual influencer not only
stands as a milestone in the aspect of AI utilization in social
media platforms but also offers a backbone for further research
on the integration of AI in day-to-day human interactions.
The venture advances our understanding of AI potential and
triggers a deeper discussion and understanding of the conse-
quences of such technologies in social and ethical issues.
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APPENDIX
Different types of prompts that were used to estimate the average
pairwise cosine similarity between CLIP embeddings of generated and
real images and the average cosine similarity between prompt and image
CLIP embeddings

Descriptive Prompts
1) item Photo of zwx girl sitting at a café terrace, sipping coffee.
2) Photo of zwx girl attending a tech conference as a speaker.
3) Photo of zwx girl riding a bicycle through a quaint village.
4) Photo of zwx girl painting in a sunlit studio.
5) Photo of zwx girl shopping in a luxury boutique.
6) Photo of zwx girl walking a dog in a suburban neighborhood.
7) Photo of zwx girl reading a book in a cozy library.
8) Photo of zwx girl yoga in a peaceful garden.
9) Photo of zwx girl on a ski trip in the mountains.

10) Photo of zwx girl attending a wedding as a guest.
Creative and Contextual Prompts

1) Imagine photo of zwx girl discovering a hidden magical city.
2) Photo of zwx girl as a time traveler visiting ancient Egypt.
3) Photo of zwx girl as a guest at a royal ball in a castle.
4) Photo of zwx girl as a futuristic robot-building competition.
5) Photo of zwx girl as a chef in a magical cooking show.

Attribute-Specific Prompts
1) Photo of zwx girl in hiking attire exploring a national park.
2) Photo of zwx girl wearing traditional Japanese kimono in Kyoto.
3) Photo of zwx girl in a glamorous gown at a film premiere.
4) Photo of zwx girl in desert gear exploring sand dunes.
5) Photo of zwx girl in a chef’s uniform in a high-end kitchen
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